
WE EXIST TO MAKE
MALARIA NO MORE

Join our team and help us make history

Board Chair
 



Dear Applicant, 

The global health threat of malaria has impacted and killed hundreds of millions 
of people over centuries and continues to do so today. 

Every minute a child dies of malaria - a preventable, treatable disease. Malaria 
destroys futures, overburdens fragile health systems and vastly limits individual 
and national potential. 

We believe that there is the potential to end malaria within our generation - the 
tools to eradicate this disease already exist or are in development. The challenge 
now is to persuade the world to focus on taking the action needed to end malaria, 
saving millions of lives. Malaria No More UK brings together unifying and 
impactful communication, campaigns and partnerships, driving advocacy to end 
malaria for good.

We are currently looking for a new Board Chair to provide strategic leadership, 
drive governance excellence and spearhead our mission to eradicate malaria. We 
are a small and agile organisation, globally recognised for our world class 
communications, strong advocacy networks, and high impact partnerships 
with governments, the private sector, media and talent, all directed towards 
ending malaria permanently.

We have recruited influential ambassadors including our former President, His 
Majesty King Charles III, football icon David Beckham, Nigerian singer and activist 
Yemi Alade and Kenyan Olympic Gold Medallist Eliud Kipchoge. We are known for 
being ambitious and creative in our approach, and a thought leader in the global 
malaria community.

We are proud to be supported by, amongst others, the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation and global advertising agency dentsu International.  Our role of 
convener and catalyst for global malaria funding and leadership has become ever 
more critical. We have galvanised commitments of billions of dollars to the 
malaria campaign in the past decade. We work with fellow Commonwealth 
Governments and other partners across the world to help put the world back 
on track to ending malaria once and for all.

If you possess strong leadership skills, a dedication to our cause and the ability to 
build strong partnerships, whilst upholding organisational effectiveness, join us in 
making a difference! Bring your expertise to guide our board, develop strategies 
and advocate for a malaria-free world. 

Dr David Reddy, PhD
Acting Board Chair – Malaria No More UK



ABOUT MALARIA 
NO MORE UK

Malaria No More UK is part of a global movement that is determined to make 
this the generation that ends malaria for good. We advocate and campaign to 
unlock the vital funds and commitments needed to achieve our vision.

To reach zero malaria, we need to mobilise governments, influencers, 
businesses and the public, inspiring them to commit funds, energy and 
resources to ending deaths from malaria and wiping out the disease for good. 

Since 2000, the world has made enormous progress. The global malaria fight is 
becoming the biggest public health success story in history, and we are 
determined to maintain momentum.



Click to explore some of 
our content

WATCH >
WATCH >

WATCH >
WATCH >

WATCH >WATCH >

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0l4eTfpIsKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0SptvXPaLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Z4xB62SQ5k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReEQXmhb6Fk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIGklXia7zI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIGklXia7zI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiiSAvKJIHo


Board Chair

Role purpose
 Responsible, as part of the Board of Trustees, for the overall governance and 

strategic direction of Malaria No More UK, developing the organisation’s 
aims, objectives and goals in accordance with the governing document and 
legal and regulatory guidelines. 

 Ensure that MNMUK complies with the charitable objectives defined in the 
governing document, charity law, company law and other relevant legislation 
and regulations.

 Lead and contribute actively to the Board of Trustees’ role of giving firm 
strategic direction to the organisation, setting overall policy, defining goals, 
setting targets and evaluating performance against agreed targets.

 Safeguard the good name and values of MNMUK.

Location: London/Kenya
Hours: 4 board meetings per year, virtual or in person, plus ad hoc 
contributions amounting to a total of 8-10 days per year
Salary: Unpaid with reasonable expenses reimbursed



Person specification

 Genuine interest in the vision and purpose of MNMUK, with 
commitment to ending Malaria.

 A strategic thinker who is able to set the agenda and pace for change.

 Experience of developing vision and providing wise, independent 
judgement.

 Experience as a Board or Committee Chair with a good understanding 
of the role of the Chair and Trustees, the role of the Executive Team and 
where they intersect; respectful of Executive responsibility.

 Experienced at a senior level in their field of expertise, clearly 
demonstrating an ability to work effectively as a member of a team and 
to develop a Board of diverse members to operate at its best.

 Astute financial and business acumen.

 Exceptional leadership skills, with the ability to motivate staff, partners 
and supporters and bring people together to end malaria.

 An inspiring, confident and engaging advocate and networker, able to 
develop and introduce new networks and alliances to MNMUK to 
enhance our work and end malaria.

TIME COMMITMENT

The estimated time commitment required is eight to ten days per year.

Board meetings usually last 2-3 hours and take place quarterly.

We recognise you will have other commitments - being our Board Chair  
does not have to mean an onerous time commitment, and our culture of 
hybrid working means you do not have to be in London to contribute.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

MNMUK recognises the value of a team in which people from diverse 
backgrounds are able to introduce fresh ideas and contribute to delivering 
our mission to make Malaria No More. 

Candidates from marginalised or underrepresented backgrounds are 
encouraged to apply and we welcome applications from candidates, 
regardless of their race, gender, disability, religion and belief, sexual 
orientation or age.



Key responsibilities

 Lead the Trustee body in ensuring that it fulfils its responsibilities for 
effective governance and financial stability.

 Chair regular meetings of the Board of Trustees to time, agreeing an 
agenda with input from the Chief Executive.

 Work in partnership with the Chief Executive, helping him or her to 
achieve the mission of the organisation and acting as coach and 
mentor when required.

 With the executive, ensure that strategic planning is initiated for 
agreement by the Board of Trustees, and that such plans are 
implemented.

 Develop a collaborative and cohesive Board with a composition that 
has the right diversity of skills and experiences that are fit for the 
future encouraging individual contribution, challenge and alternative 
views to determine the best outcomes.

 Ensure that the performance of Chief Executive and the Board of 
Trustees and its committees, are evaluated on a regular basis.

 Make recommendations to the Board of Trustees on appointments to 
the Board’s Audit and Rick Committee, ensuring that committee 
membership is reviewed and refreshed. 

 With the trustees and executive team promote a culture that is agile 
and impactful in working towards ending Malaria.

 As a lead ambassador and advocate, promote MNMUK across all 
national and international stakeholders including policy shapers, 
government representatives, supporters and commercial partners 
and donors . 

 Use national and international networks and connections to the 
advantage of MNMUK to catalyse global partnerships and galvanise 
support in the fight against malaria.



If this sounds like a role you are driven to take on, we 
would like to hear from you.

To apply, please send your CV and a covering statement to: 
recruitment@malarianomore.org.uk

If you would like to discuss anything about the role before applying, 
please call the Head of Operations, Miriam Norgate, on 020 3752 

5862 or email as above.

mailto:recruitment@malarianomore.org.uk
https://twitter.com/malarianomoreuk
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs3yPGDqmNMBWlPEGdnP7hA
https://www.facebook.com/MalariaNoMoreUK
https://www.instagram.com/malarianomoreuk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/malaria-no-more-uk/
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